FAQS

ROOFINGSERIES FAQ’S
PVC
Which adhesive do I use and when?
There are three choices:
WBA 200 is used to adhere RooﬁngSeries membrane to wood.
SBA 100 is used to adhere RooﬁngSeries membrane to wood, metal , and vertical
applications. This is the adhesive to be used in cold weather applications.
c. SBA 100 VC is a low VOC solvent based adhesive used to adhere RooﬁngSeries
membranes to wood, metal and vertical applications.
NOTE: It is critical to to let the SBA 100 VC fully dry on substrate.
What coverage do I get with the WBA 200?
100-125sqft/gal .
What coverage do I get with the SBA 100?
50-55sqft/gal. Remember this is a double sided application adhesive, both membrane
and substrate.

Cut a circular patch that is min. 3” in all directions from the puncture, cut, or hole. Be sure th
ere are no sharp corners on any patches; they must all be rounded oﬀ. Thermally heat wealded
and an appropriate sized piece of membrane into place. Do not use WBA 200 or SBA 100 to
adhere the patch.

What do I need to consider when it comes to joiner strips?
Understand what the measurement is from the horizontal surface (3”min.); up the vertical curb
if one exists; across the top of the curb to the adjoining modular unit curb; down the
adjoining modular unit curb; and out (3”min.) onto the ﬁeld of the adjoin modular unit.
Whatever that total measurement is, then you simply must obtain that dimension in width of
the appropriate RooﬁngSeries membrane and run it by the length of the modular unit.

R12000 = 48mil = 10 years
R15000 = 60mil = 15 years
Fully Walkable RR15000 = 60mil = 15
years R20000 = 80mil = 20 years

ROOFINGSERIES FAQ’S
EPDM
Which adhesive(s) do I use and when?
There are three choices:
a. EPDM WBA is used to adhere EPDM membrane to horizontal wood.
b. EPDM SBA is used to adhere EPDM to wood, metal, and for vertical applications. This is the
adhesive to be used in cold weather applications.
c. Combo: EPDM Primer + EPDM Splice Adhesive used to adhere cured EPDM to EPDM
applications.
What coverage do I get with the EPDM WBA?
100-125sqft/gal. This is a wet lay in method.
What coverage do I get with the EPDM SBA?
50-55sqft/gal. Please note this is a double sided application adhesive for both the
substrate and membrane.

Use appropriate cured EPDM or Peel & Stick EPDM and the EPDM Primer and EPDM Splice
Adhesive to adhere an appropriate sized piece of membrane into place. Cut a circular patch that
is min. 3” in all directions from the puncture, cut, or hole. Be sure there are no sharp corners on
Lap Sealant. Do not use EPDM WBA or EPDM SBA to adhere the patch.
What do I need to consider when it comes to joiner strips?
Consider the measurement from the horizontal sur face (3”min.); up the vertical curb if one exists;
across the top of the curb to the adjoining modular unit curb; down the adjoining modular unit
curb; and out (3”min.) onto the field of the adjoin modular unit. Whatever that total measurement
is, then you simply must obtain that dimension in width of the appropriate EPDM membrane
and run it by the length of the modular unit.
What warranty comes with the EPDM membranes?
45mil black or white = 10 years

